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Luxury Outdoor Living

DekTek TileTM is changing the way outdoor  

living is done! The luxurious handcrafted tiles  

are transforming decks and outdoor spaces 

all across North America, leaving customers  

with exquisite tile decks to prove it!
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Why 
DekTek     Tile™

Creating the Ultimate Outdoor Living Experience
DekTek Tile is the gorgeous new decking material revitalizing outdoor living 
spaces. Are you ready to create your dream outdoor oasis?

• The Wow-Factor! - Simply Stunning! Experiencing a DekTek Tile deck is an extraordinary shock to the senses with its 

gorgeous vibrant colors and warm elegance.

• Ultra-Low Maintenance - Spend your precious time & energy enjoying your deck without the hassles of mold, rotting 

wood, algae, chipping & peeling and that constant upkeep of cleaning, scrubbing, and staining your deck  

• Non-Combustible - Giving  you peace of mind, & perfect for those family BBQ’s or cozy evenings around the fire. Can 

you just see it now... you & your loved ones, S’mores, a starry sky, surrounding the fire-pit from the comfort of your deck.

• No Fading - Unlike wood & composite decking your tiles will keep their beautiful look

• Extremely Durable - Designed to be more durable & weather resistant than standard decking materials. Each tile 

holds over 1,000 lbs

• No Substrates Needed - No heavy duty framing required. Standard framing is sufficient, with only minor modifications

• Easy to Install - Simple installation when building or remodeling your beautiful outdoor living space

• Beautiful Accent Decks - Same thickness as standard wood/composite decking so great for fire-pit, grill, & kitchen areas.

DekTek Tile’s purpose is to create beautiful and tranquil outdoor spaces for loved ones to 
come together to relax and enjoy Nature’s abundance. Sit back and rejuvenate your spirits. Spend 
your time enjoying the beautiful outdoors with your family and friends, and focus on the things 
that are most important to you in life!

Indulge your senses
DekTek’s luxury decking material awakens all your senses:

See the vibrant eye-catching colors that really give your deck that “Wow-Factor”.

Hear the sounds of nature, your loved ones laughing, friends & family enjoying a good time on your beautiful tile deck.

Taste the essence of luxury.

Touch the handcrafted textures.

Smell the smoky aromas from the grill and fire pit on your safe non-combustible DekTek Tile deck.
 

Life’s too short to settle. Live the life you love. Appreciate the beauty 
you’ve created around you. Breathe in the fresh air. Relax. And Enjoy! 

~ The DekTek Tile Way!



ELEVATE COLLECTION

 - Color Options -

PEARL GRAY SEASHELLLIMESTONE

MEDITERRANEAN COLLECTION
Coming Soon!

MOCHACOBBLESTONE GRAYPECAN MEDLEY

CLAYOAK ADOBE

TUSCAN MEDLEY COCOA MÉLANGE

RADIANCE COLLECTION
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 The Benefits of DekTek Tile

NO STRESS! Save time and energy. Sit back and enjoy the rewards on your beautiful tile deck, 
while your neighbors have to work to maintain their standard wood and composite decking.

More Durable & Weather Resistant 
than Standard Decking Material

No Rotting, Warping, or Splinters 
 Unlike Wood

Incredibly Strong & Highly Reinforced 
Proprietary Blend

Save Time and Money with Ultra-Low 
Maintenance

No Mold or Algae Growth Unlike Wood 
or Composite

No Termite Infestation Unlike Wood

No Fading Unlike Wood or Composite Non Combustible Unlike Wood or 
Composite
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Elevate 
Collection

Deck shown in Oak



Elevate 
Collection
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Elevate 
Collection
Elevating you to a higher level of elegance and luxury. The elevate collection is 

the perfect blend of DekTek Tiles’ beautiful traditional colors. Escape the ordinary 

and elevate your outdoor space, creating the perfect outdoor haven.

Color Selection

MOCHACOBBLESTONE GRAYPECAN MEDLEY

OAK CLAYADOBE



Deck shown in Mocha

Deck shown in Adobe
Tile set over existing concrete

Deck shown in Oak
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Stunning Colors for 
Every Style
Deck shown in Cobblestone Gray with Limestone accents

Deck shown in OakPatio shown in Adobe
over existing concrete



Deck shown in Adobe

Porch shown in Pecan Medley
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Deck shown in Cobblestone Gray with Limestone accents

Porch shown in Pecan Medley



Accent deck shown in Cobblestone Gray
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Radiance 
Collection

Deck shown in Tuscan Medley 
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Radiance 
Collection
Outshining the competition! The Radiance collection encompasses DekTek Tiles’     

exquisitely vibrant colors. The luxurious tiles shine brighter than standard decking 

materials, with an undeniably striking Wow-Factor!

TUSCAN MEDLEY COCOA MÉLANGE

Color Selection



Deck shown in Tuscan Medley 

Deck shown in  
Cocoa Mélange

Deck shown in Cocoa Mélange
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Deck shown in Tuscan Medley 

Deck shown in Tuscan Medley 

Deck shown in Tuscan Medley 



Deck shown in Cocoa Melange

Deck shown in Tuscan Medley Balcony shown in Tuscan Medley
Deck shown in “Cabin Style” 
Tuscan Medley

Deck shown in Cocoa Mélange
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Deck shown in Cocoa Mélange

Deck shown in Cocoa Mélange



What Home Owners & Contractors Are 
Saying About DekTek Tile!

“We were looking for something “different” for our covered deck. We came across DekTek Tile and were amazed 
by the product and the pictures we saw on the website. Our decision at that point was easy! The end-result of the 
tiles on our deck is astonishing and we receive nothing but compliments on them. Very impressed!”

~ Mike & Kristy K., Home Owners

“Although we are normally avid Azek, Ipe' and treated lumber installers, sometimes we come across other new 
decking products that impress us - and this decking material has certainly left an impression. DEKTEK TILES are 
not only pretty, they're beautiful...with vibrant, vivid colors to match any home color scheme. The stone look is 
realistic, the longevity is maximum, and concrete is considered a great contribution toward sustainable green 
building standards and strategies. DEKTEK TILE got this material right, and they got it gorgeous!”

~Thomas Decks, LLC, Cincinnati Deck Builder

“If you want a product that is not only unique but also elegant this is the product for you. My wife and 
I absolutely love it as well as do all of our friends. Would highly recommend this product!”

~ Ed Weiss, Home Owner

“For those builders and homeowners looking for an attractive and durable alternative to wood or composite 
decking, DekTek Tiles are the answer. As a contractor I installed them in a three-season porch for clients who 
wanted a unique floor and can say that installing DekTek tiles is like working with ceramic tile only easier and 
faster because they are adhered directly to the deck joists. Each tile is hand finished in the factory creating 
uniquely varied tiles that look remarkably like natural stone. Will definitely be recommending DekTek Tiles to 
clients in the future.”

~ Scott Elliott, Contractor & Owner of Elliott & Company, Inc.

We discovered this outdoor decking option from our builder and it was exactly what my husband wanted. No 
fuss or upkeep needed for our deck/upper level screened in porch flooring. We were able to modify our color 
selection from the pecan medley color scheme and we are very happy with the look and durability. The owners 
worked with us to find a more affordable shipper and their customer service is great.

~Pat & Kim Phelps, Home Owners

“Great product and company to work with. Very easy to cut and install on existing framing. This product does get 
warm when in direct sunlight just like every other product on the market.”

~James Baxter, Contractor & Owner of Baxta Design, LLC

“A DekTek tile deck is by far the most beautiful deck surface I've ever seen. If your tired like I am of the same old 
composite decks that are everywhere, and want something truly beautiful, check out this product.... WOW!”

~Phil B., Owner of Fiberspan Concrete Elements

Adds luxury to a regular balcony and entices one to spend more time outside. Aesthetically color is pretty.
~Kim S. Home Owner

“DekTek Tile was the finishing and crowning touch to the porch we seem to live on in the summer months. The 
decking not only looks outstanding but adds an entirely new dimension to the area. Maintenance should be easy 
and will look classy for many years. You have a great product and is truly upscale and I would highly recommend 
your DekTek concrete tiles to anyone! Thanks again!”

~Pat & Jeanine Cunnien, Home Owners



FIND US ON

 Visit dektektile.com or call (218)-380-9330
© 2017 DekTek, Inc. All rights reserved.

Deck shown in Cobblestone Gray with Limestone accents
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